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Scalping is Fun! Part 1Fast Trading with the Heikin Ashi chartScalping is the fastest way to make

money in the stock market. There are no other methods that can increase the capital of a trader

more effectively. To explain how this is so, the Germany based Heikin Ashi Trader tells all in this

e-book, the first of a four-part series on scalping.His method is very easy to understand and can be

applied immediately because it is universal and works in all markets. To scalp, the Heikin Ashi

Trader uses heikin ashi charts, which are a type of ancient Japanese chart that vividly depict the

course of stock market prices. Heikin Ashi charts have the ability to visualize trends more clearly

than the usual candlestick charts. In addition, they also show consolidation and reversal patterns

earlier than any other chart representation.This highly effective scalping strategy can be applied in

very short time frame, as in the 1-minute chart as well as on higher time frames. You can trade with

this universal method in equity indices and in the currency markets, but the most common

instruments are futures or forex pairs.Content:1. Welcome to scalping. Itâ€™s fun!2. How do

markets function?3. What is trading?4. What is scalping?5. The Heikin Ashi chart6. The scalping

setup7. Risk and Money Management8. Make a decision!
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Given the low price I figured there was no harm in learning about Heikin Ashi charts. No harm

indeed, but also nothing gained. One would learn more by a simple Google search, and to learn

how he uses the candles to scalp will evidently only be discussed in part 2 (or 3), which are still

cheap but more expensive. Based on how bad part 1 was, I'll refrain from part 2.

Written between trades no doubt? Didn't cost much though. To get the full value you would have to

read the other volumes, at which point you would have paid the normal price for a normal sized

book. I'm cutting my losses here

I've been learning Forex for a little over a year now and what I've learned in my adventure in forex is

you have to find a style that works for you . There is no one way of trading that will work for

everyone as it's got to work with your personality . Scalping works for me because I like quick

results in and out . I have a program I've been following which I also recommend for those who

enjoy scalping ( please message me if interested ) but there were aspects that weren't working for

me . I find the HA bars help A TON and I have been working on blending the ideas in this book with

the strategy I have to make for the perfect strategy for me . What do you have to lose ? I have read

book 1 & 2 and have gotten some great ideas and I'm going to buy the other two books as well . If

you are like me , this book won't be enough on its own but it can get the wheels spinning and get

you on the way to where you need to be . I highly recommend it and I am thankful I came across

this .

As a newbie to trading, I enjoy reading this book. Its written in a clear and straightforward way,

which made it easy to digest. The author knows how to write for the benefit of newbies, illustrating

good examples which may save newcomers from going through all the experiences otherwise need

to be learned the hard way. I'm still reading halfway through Part 3, and enjoying every page of it.

Going to finish the 4th part and start this scalping trades very soon. I'd recommend this book for

those looking into scalping. The author also responds to email which is another plus. Overall, I am

satisfied.

I like this book. The author presents the fx market and this trading strategy in a easy to follow



manner. Buy this book it will help you become a better trader.

it is very nice book for sca;ping

Give the best advice on how much you've to learn and a guide to basic scalping trading. Looking

forward to the next book.

I am new to trading, but I think that this method combined with buying at low volume nodes on the

depth of market (DOM)..... some people call it order book, and taking profits at high volume nodes

would work the 10 Year Treasury note.
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